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Abstract—Time-division multiplexed (TDM) channel sounders,
in which a single RF chain is connected sequentially via an
electronic switch to different elements of an array, are widely used
for the measurement of double-directional/MIMO propagation
channels. This paper investigates the impact of array switching
patterns on the accuracy of parameter estimation of multipath
components (MPC) for a time-division multiplexed (TDM) chan-
nel sounder. The commonly-used sequential (uniform) switching
pattern poses a fundamental limit on the number of antennas
that a TDM channel sounder can employ in fast time-varying
channels. We thus aim to design improved patterns that relax
these constraints. To characterize the performance, we introduce
a novel spatio-temporal ambiguity function, which can handle the
non-idealities of real-world arrays. We formulate the sequence
design problem as an optimization problem and propose an
algorithm based on simulated annealing to obtain the optimal
sequence. As a result we can extend the estimation range of
Doppler shifts by eliminating ambiguities in parameter estima-
tion. We show through Monte Carlo simulations that the root
mean square errors of both direction of departure and Doppler
are reduced significantly with the new switching sequence. Results
are also verified with actual vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) channel
measurements.

Index Terms—channel sounding, MIMO, time-varying chan-
nels, V2V, high resolution parameter estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

Realistic radio channel models are essential for development
and improvement of communication transceivers and proto-
cols [1]. Realistic models in turn rely on accurate channel
measurements. Various important wireless systems are op-
erating in fast-varying channels, such as mobile millimeter
wave (mmWave) [2], Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) [3] and high
speed railway systems [4]. The need to capture the fast
time variations of such channels creates new challenges for
the measurement hardware as well as the signal processing
techniques.
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Since most modern wireless systems use multiple antennas,
channel measurements also have to be done with multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) channel sounders, also known
as double-directional channel sounders. There are three types
of implementation of such sounders: (i) full MIMO, where
each antenna element is connected to a different RF chain [5],
(ii) virtual array, where a single antenna is moved mechan-
ically to emulate the presence of multiple antennas [6], and
(iii) switched array, also known as time-division multiplexed
(TDM) sounding, where different physical antenna elements
are connected via an electronic switch to a single RF chain
[7]. The last configuration is the most popular in particular
for outdoor measurements, as it offers the best compromise
between cost and measurement duration.

From measurements of MIMO impulse responses or transfer
functions, it is possible to obtain the parameters (direction
of departure (DoD), direction of arrival (DoA), delay, and
complex amplitude) of the multipath componentss (MPCs) by
means of high resolution parameter estimation (HRPE) algo-
rithms. Most HRPE algorithms are based on the assumption
that the duration of one MIMO snapshot (the measurement
of impulse responses from every transmit to every receive
antenna element) is shorter than the coherence time of the
channel. Equivalently, this means the MIMO cycle rate, i.e.
the inverse of duration between two adjacent MIMO snapshots,
should be greater than or equal to half of the maximal absolute
Doppler shift, in order to avoid ambiguities in estimating
Doppler shifts of MPCs. Since in a switched sounder the
MIMO snapshot duration increases with the number of antenna
elements, there seems to be an inherent conflict between the
desire for high accuracy of the DoA and DoD estimates
(which demands a larger number of antenna elements) and
the admissible maximum Doppler frequency.

Yin et al. were the first to realize that the Doppler shift
estimation range (DSER) can be extended by a factor equal
to the product of transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) antennas
in TDM channel sounding [8]. They studied the problem in
the context of the ISI-SAGE algorithm [9]. Pedersen et al.
later discovered that it was the choice of sequential switching
(SS) patterns that caused this limit in the TDM channel
sounding [10]. Nonsequential switching (non-SS) patterns can
potentially significantly extend the DSER by eliminating the
ambiguities. However the analysis is performed under ideal
conditions: firstly the paper assumes that all antenna elements
are isotropic radiators, secondly it requires the knowledge
of the phase centers of all antennas. Both assumptions are
difficult to fulfill for realistic arrays used in channel sounding,
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given the unavoidable mutual coupling between antennas and
the presence of a metallic support frame. Pedersen et al.
proposed to use the so-called normalized sidelobe level (NSL)
of the objective function as the metric to evaluate switching
patterns, and further derived a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion of the switching sequences that lead to ambiguities [11],
but the method to derive good switching sequences for realistic
arrays is not clear. Our work attempts to close these gaps.

Our work adopts an algebraic system model that uses
decompositions through effective array distribution functions
(EADF) [12], which provides a reliable and elegant approach
for signal processing on real-world arrays. Therefore our
analysis no longer requires the isotropic radiation pattern or
prior knowledge about the antenna phase centers. Based on
the Type-I ambiguity function for an arbitrary array [13], we
propose a spatio-temporal ambiguity function and investigate
its properties and impact on the estimation of directions
and Doppler shifts of MPCs. We also demonstrate that this
spatio-temporal ambiguity function is closely related to the
correlation function induced from the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) utilized in the state-of-the-art RiMAX algo-
rithm. Inspired by Ref. [14], we model the array pattern design
problem as an optimization problem and propose an annealing
algorithm to search for an acceptable solution. Besides we
propose an HRPE algorithm that adopts a signal data model
that incorporates the optimized array switching pattern.1

The main contributions of this work are the following:
• we model the selection of array switching scheme as an

optimization problem, and introduce the spatio-temporal
ambiguity function that also incorporates realistic arrays
with the aid of EADFs;

• we integrate the optimized array switching pattern into
an HRPE algorithm and compare the parameter estima-
tion variance with the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB)
through Monte-Carlo simulations;

• we also modify the switching pattern on a real-time
MIMO channel sounder and use actual V2V measurement
data to show the effectiveness of the optimized switching
pattern.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the general spatio-temporal ambiguity function
and the associated signal data model used in the TDM-based
channel sounding. In Section III we simplify the problem
by only allowing the TX to have cycle-dependent switching
patterns, and present the formulation of the optimization
problem and its solution based on a simulated annealing (SA)
algorithm. In Section IV we introduce an HRPE algorithm
that generalizes the evaluation of TDM MIMO channel mea-
surement and incorporates the optimized switching pattern.
Section V validates the switching sequence and corresponding
HRPE algorithm via extensive Monte Carlo simulations and
measured V2V channel responses. In Section VI we draw the
conclusions.

The symbol notation used in this paper follows the rules
below.

1The conference version of this work was presented in IEEE International
Conference on Communications 2018 [15].

• Bold upper case letters, such as B, denote matrices. Bold
lower case letters, such as b, denote column vectors. For
instance bj is the j-th column of the matrix B.

• Calligraphic upper-case letters denote high-dimensional
tensors.

• [B]ij denotes the element in the ith row and jth column
of the matrix B.

• Superscripts T and † denote matrix transpose and Hermi-
tian transpose.

• The operators |f(x)| and ‖b‖ denote the absolute value
of a scalar-valued function f(x) and the Euclidean norm
of a vector b.

• The operators ⊗, � and � denote Kronecker, Schur-
Hadamard, and Khatri-Rao products respectively.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND AMBIGUITY FUNCTION

For the switching sequence design problem involving TDM
MIMO channel sounders in fast time-varying channels, the
objective is to find non-SS sequences that extend the limited
DSER imposed by conventional SS sequences. A detailed
mathematical formulation of this problem is presented in Sec-
tion III-A, while this section focuses on providing background
information, such as the general and simplified signal data
models for TDM channel sounding and the spatio-temporal
ambiguity function.

A. Signal Data Model

This work mainly studies the antenna switching sequence in
the TDM channel sounding problem. We consider T MIMO
measurement snapshots in one observation window, each with
Mf frequency points, MR receive antennas, and MT transmit
antennas, which we denote them as a 4D tensor Y . The
adjacent MIMO snapshots are separated by Ts. We assume
that all scatterers are placed in the far field of both TX and
RX arrays, which also implies that MPCs are modeled as plane
waves. Besides TX and RX arrays are vertically polarized by
assumption and have frequency-independent responses within
the operating bandwidth. Such T MIMO snapshots can span
larger than the coherence time of the channel, but we assume
that the structural parameters of the channel, also known as
the large-scale parameters, such as path delay, DoA, DoD and
Doppler shift, remain constant during this period.2 Most of
important parameters are summarized in Tab I.

A vectorized data model for Y is denoted by y ∈ CM
with M being MfMRMTT . It is a sum of contributions
from deterministic specular paths (SP)s s(θsp), dense mul-
tipath components (DMC) ndmc and measurement noise n0. A
general data model of P SPs is given by

s(θsp) = B(µ,ηT ,ηR) · γvv, (1)

where the parameter vector θsp includes the structural param-
eters µ and the path weights γvv . B() denotes an M×P basis
matrix. The i-th column stands for the vectorized basis channel
vector for the i-th SP. The switching sequences ηT and ηR

2This does not mean that the channel is assumed to be static, instead for
each path the phase varies over time due to the presence of Doppler shift.
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TABLE I
A LIST OF IMPORTANT PARAMETERS IN THE PAPER

Parameter Definition Parameter Definition
Mf the number of frequency points T the number of MIMO snapshots
MR the number of RX antennas MT the number of TX antennas
M the total number of samples Ts the separation of adjacent MIMO snapshots
τ path delay ϕT the azimuth DoD
ν Doppler shift ϕR the azimuth DoA

for TX and RX respectively not only affect the sequence of
samples from different antennas, but also impact the phase
variation because of the nature of TDM channel sounding.

The complexity of the basis matrix grows as the irregularity
of switching sequence increases. Most papers assume that SS
sequences are used at both TX and RX, hence the periodicity
can be exploited to greatly simplify B. An example of SS
sequences is shown in Fig. 1. References [16] and [17] adopted
a data model of SPs where the channel is assumed to be
completely static within one MIMO snapshot, as a result
the basis matrix is a Khatri-Rao product of three smaller
matrices. To evaluate fast time-varying channel, such as the
V2V communication channel, a more sophisticated signal
model is used in Ref. [18], which considers the phase variation
due to Doppler shifts between switched antennas, but again the
model is only applicable for SS sequences.

B. Spatio-temporal Ambiguity Function
The Type-I ambiguity function for an antenna array can

reflect its ability to differentiate signals in the angular domain
[13]. Generalizing the definition to include the full structural
parameters µ from Eq. (1), we have a spatio-temporal ambi-
guity function

Xtot(µ,µ
′) =

b†(µ)b(µ′)

‖b(µ)‖ · ‖b(µ′)‖
, (2)

where b is one column of the basis matrix B in Eq. (1). The
ambiguity function also depends on the switching sequences
ηT and ηR, but we drop them from the notation for brevity.

More importantly this ambiguity function is closely related
with the correlation function that is tightly connected with the
objective function of the MLE developed in Section IV-A,
and Appendix C provides more details on the relationship
between the ambiguity function and the correlation function.
As a result, studying the properties of this ambiguity function
is critical for the performance of the MLE.

Here we introduce some properties of the ambiguity func-
tion.

Property 1. Xtot(µ,µ) = 1, and 0 ≤
∣∣Xtot(µ,µ

′)
∣∣ ≤ 1.

It is straightforward to prove that Xtot(µ,µ) = 1. We can
use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to prove the inequality∣∣Xtot(µ,µ

′)
∣∣ ≤ 1, and the equality is obtained when µ = µ′.

Property 2 (Separability of the Ambiguity Function). We can
prove that the ambiguity function in Eq. (2) is a product of
two component ambiguity functions of delay τ and κ. The
latter consists of every parameter in µ except τ .

Xtot(µ,µ
′) = Xτ (τ, τ ′)X(κ,κ′) (3)

The proof relies on the following property of Khatri-Rao
products between two vectors. In fact, the Khatri-Rao product
between two vectors is equivalent to the Kronecker product.

(a � b)† · (a′ � b′) = (a†a′) · (b†b′) (4)

This property holds when a and a′ have the same length, so
do b and b′. Detailed derivations are provided in Appendix A.

Property 3. The estimation problem has ambiguities when
the following condition holds.∣∣X(κ,κ′)

∣∣ = 1,∃κ′ 6= κ (5)

This spatio-temporal array ambiguity function is also
closely related to the ambiguity function well studied in
MIMO radar. The MIMO radar ambiguity function introduced
in Ref. [14] allows TX to send different waveforms on differ-
ent antennas, while our problem considers a repeated sounding
waveform for all TX antennas. The Doppler-(bi)direction
ambiguity function introduced in Ref. [11] is quite similar to
ours. However their ambiguity function assumes that the array
has identical elements without any mutual coupling effects,
our ambiguity function can handle arbitrary array structures,
which suits better for developing non-SS sequences for MIMO
channel sounding.

C. Simplified Signal Data Model

In this subsection we impose some constraints on the
switching sequences in order to obtain a more tractable
problem. As a comparison the basis matrix B with the SS
sequences at both TX and RX is given by [18, (20)]

B(µ) = Bt � B̃TV � B̃RV � Bf , (6)

where Bf ∈ CMf×P is the frequency basis matrix depending
on path delays. B̃RV ∈ CMR×P and B̃TV ∈ CMT×P are for
the TX and RX array responses with SS sequences. Bt captures
the response variation between MIMO snapshots due to path
Dopplers. One straightforward relaxation on the switching
patterns from SS sequences is to allow the TX array to have
a cycle-dependent switching pattern,3 hence the new basis
matrix needs to merge the Khatri-Rao product of two basis
matrices Bt and B̃TV into B̃TV,T , in order to reflect such
relaxation.

B(µ) = B̃TV,T � B̃RV � Bf (7)

=
[
B̃
1

TV · · · B̃
T

TV

]T
� B̃RV � Bf , (8)

3One cycle here means one MIMO snapshot.
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where B̃
j

TV ∈ CMT×P with j = 1, 2, . . . , T represents the
spatio-temporal response of the TX array at the j-th MIMO
snapshot.

Instead of allowing both TX and RX array to switch after
each sounding waveform (fully-scrambled), we focus on the
switching sequences where the RX first switches through
all possible antennas while the TX remains connected with
the same antenna. This type of sequences has a relatively
simpler basis matrix compared with the fully scrambled case.
Compared to (7) the fully scrambled case needs to further
merge B̃TV,T and B̃RV . Another motivation for studying this
type of switching sequences is the efficiency to operate the
channel sounder. Many high-power TX switches tend to have a
longer switching settling time than the RX switches. This type
of switching sequences that we are interested in effectively
limits the number of switching for the TX array, reduces the
guard time needed in the sounding signal and improves the
overall measurement efficiency of the channel sounder.

Since our work focuses on channel sounding in a fast
time-varying channel, the phase variation within one MIMO
snapshot is no longer negligible, and the new TX or RX basis
matrices for the t-th MIMO snapshot become weighted ver-
sions of the static array basis matrices. The exact connections
are given by

B̃
t

TV = BTV � AtT (9)

B̃RV = BRV � AR, (10)

where AR and AtT are weighting matrices that capture the
phase change due to effects of Doppler and switching se-
quences. AtT depends on the MIMO snapshot index t, because
TX implements a cycle-dependent switching pattern. Let us
use a MT×T matrix ηT to represent the TX switching pattern,
the elements in the phase weighting matrices AtT and AR are
given by

[AtT ]mT ,p = ej2πνp[ηT ]mT ,t (11)

[AR]mR,p = ej2πνpmRt0 , (12)

where νp is the Doppler of the p-th path. As shown in
the example in Fig. 1, we denote the duration between two
switching events as t1 and t0 respectively for the TX and RX
array. The TX switching timing matrix ηT is given by

[ηT ]mT ,t = (t− 1)MT t1 + ([ST ]mT ,t − 1)t1. (13)

[ST ]mT ,t takes an integer value between 1 and MT and
represents the scheduled switching index of the mT -th TX
antenna for the t-th MIMO snapshot. For the SS sequence
at TX, we have [ST ]mT ,t = mT , ∀t = 1, 2, ..., T . It is not
difficult to see that B̃TV,T can be broken down into Bt � B̃TV
in (6), which means the basis matrix in (8) is a generalized
version of (6)

III. SWITCHING PATTERN OPTIMIZATION

Based on Property 3, it is reasonable to argue that a good
switching sequence does not lead to an estimation problem
that has ambiguities. Although Ref. [11] focuses on the
condition of switching sequences that generate the smallest

Fig. 1. An example of the SS switching for the 3× 3 MIMO setup

CRLB, we have found through simulations that CRLB is
almost identical for the SS sequence and a non-SS sequence
for practical arrays. Suppressing the sidelobe levels of the
ambiguity function within the parameter domain of interest
leads to better switching sequences. This is because CRLB is
only relevant for unbiased estimators [19].

Instead of directly evaluating the ambiguity function in (2),
we can find a upper bound for its amplitude, which merely
depends on the azimuth DoD ϕT , the Doppler Shift ν, and
the TX switching pattern. The upper bound is given by

|Xtot(µ,µ
′)| = |Xτ (τ, τ ′)| · |X(κ,κ′)| (14)
≤ |X(κ,κ′)| (15)
= |XT (ϕT , ϕ

′
T , ν, ν

′)XR(ϕR, ϕ
′
R, ν, ν

′)| (16)
≤ |XT (ϕT , ϕ

′
T , ν, ν

′)|, (17)

where the inequalities in (15) and (17) use Property 1, and
Eq. (16) uses Property 2. Furthermore we find that the upper
bound only depends on the Doppler difference ∆ν = ν′ − ν,
which is given by

XT (ϕT , ϕ
′
T , ν, ν

′) =
b̃
†
TV,T (ϕT , ν)b̃TV,T (ϕ′T , ν

′)

‖b̃†TV,T (ϕT , ν)‖‖b̃TV,T (ϕ′T , ν
′)‖

(18)

= XT (ϕT , ϕ
′
T ,∆ν). (19)

Appendix B provides a detailed derivation of Eq. (19), as well
as a simpler form to calculate XT ().

It is well known that the Doppler shifts and the imping-
ing directions of the plane waves may contribute to phase
changes at the output of the array. The Doppler shift leads
to a phase rotation at the same antenna when it senses at
different time instants, while the propagation direction of the
plane wave also contributes to a phase change between two
antennas. The periodic structure of the SS sequence leads to
ambiguities in the joint estimation of Doppler and propagation
direction. It is because the estimator may find more than one
plausible combination of Doppler and angle that can produce
the phase changes over different antennas and time instants.
For example, Fig. 2 plots the amplitude upper bound given in
(17), when the TX uses the SS sequence. We observe multiple
peaks in addition to the central peak located at (0, 0). It also
shows that the non-ambiguous estimation range of Doppler
is [−1/2Ts, 1/2Ts), when both TX and RX implement SS
patterns and ϕ′T = 0. The value of Ts in this example is
620µs which is based on the transmitted signal in Ref. [20].

However the design complexity for a fully scrambled
switching array may become prohibitive especially when the
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Fig. 2. Amplitude of Ambiguity function in dB with Azimuth DoD and
Doppler shift, under SS sequences at both Tx and Rx

number of antennas becomes large. Instead we resort to a
simplified type of switching sequence introduced in Section
II-C, where only the TX array uses a non-SS sequence. The
DSER can potentially grow by a factor of MT from 1/Ts
to MT /Ts, compared to the maximal boost of MTMR in
the fully scrambled case. Therefore the constraint on the
switching sequence simplifies the problem formulation and
the corresponding parameter extraction algorithm, while it can
still provide a boost on the DSER that is sufficient for many
practical purposes.

A. Problem Formulation

The intuitive objective of our array switching design prob-
lem is to find schemes that effectively suppress the sidelobes
of the spatial-temporal ambiguity function shown in Fig. 2,
hence increases the DSER. Refs. [11] and [14] prove that
their ambiguity functions have constant energy, so a preferable
scheme should spread the volume under the high sidelobes
evenly elsewhere. However the proof again uses the idealized
assumption about antenna arrays, thus it cannot be applied
directly in our case. Here we introduce the function fp(ηT ),
which is given by

fp(ηT ) =

∫∫∫
D

∣∣∣XT (ϕT , ϕ
′
T ,∆ν)

∣∣∣p dϕT dϕ′T d∆ν, (20)

D = {(ϕT , ϕ′T ,∆ν)|ϕT , ϕ′T ∈ (−π, π] & ∆ν ∈ [0, νup]}

where D is the integration intervals, and νup represents the
target maximal Doppler shift below which we want to avoid
the ambiguity. This value should equal MT /2Ts, because
the periodic sequence is Ts/MT long for the general cycle-
dependent ηT . The objective function fp(ηT ) involves XT

instead of Xtot for the following reasons. Since the problem
deals with a multi-dimensional parameter estimation and the
ambiguity level depends on the details of the channel, it
is reasonable to perform a worst-case design. For example,
the equality in the first inequality in (16) is obtained when
τ ′ = τ . If our optimization suppresses high sidelobes in |XT |,
it certainly reduces the sidelobes of |Xtot|. Besides, |XR| is
not a function of our optimization parameter ηT , so it is left
out of the formulation.

Numerical simulations are conducted based on the ambigu-
ity function in Eq. (17), with the EADF of the far-field TX

array pattern calibrated in the anechoic chamber. The array is
used in a V2V MIMO channel sounder [20]. We have observed
through simulations that the energy of the ambiguity function,
i.e. f2(ηT ), is almost constant regardless of the choice of ηT .
As a result we can use fp(ηT ) with a higher value of p as
the cost function to penalize the TX switching schemes that
lead to high sidelobes. In summary our optimization problem
is given by

min
ST∈C

fp(ηT ) (21)

s.t. [ηT ]mT ,t = ([ST ]mT ,t − 1)t1 + (t− 1)MT t1,

where the elements in the set C are integer-valued matrices
with a dimension of MT × T , and every column of ST is a
permutation of the vector [1, 2, . . . ,MT ]T.

B. Solution and Results

Because ST takes on discrete values in the feasible set, the
simulated annealing algorithm is known to solve this type of
problem [21]. The pseudocode of our proposed algorithm is
given here in Alg. 1. The key parameters related to this algo-

Algorithm 1 The SA-based algorithm to solve the problem
(21)

1: Initialize ηT , the temperature t = T0, and α = α0;
2: while k ≤ kmax or fp(ηT ) > εth do
3: η′T = neighbor(ηT );
4: if exp

[
(fp(ηT )− fp(η′T ))/T

]
> random(0, 1) then

5: ηT = η′T
6: end if
7: t = αt
8: end while

rithm are p = 6, the initial temperature T0 = 100, the cooling
rate α0 = 0.97 and the kmax = 500. When p is greater than
2, it in principle helps minimizes the sidelobe of the spatial-
temporal ambiguity function. Ideally p needs to be infinity, so
that we can minimize the largest sidelobe. However, a larger
p value will require a higher calculation accuracy from the
numerical integral function in MATLAB, which results in a
longer runtime. The numerical integral function is used to
calculate the objective function of the optimization problem
given in (22). Considering these effects, p is empirically
chosen to be 6. The parameters, particularly α0 and kmax, are
also selected as a tradeoff between the objective function value
and the convergence speed. The operator random(0,1) outputs
a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The
operator neighbor(ηT ) provides a “neighbor” switching pattern
by swapping two elements in the same column of ηT .

The SA algorithm implements Markov-Chain Monte Carlo
sampling on the discrete feasible set C. If we denote fp(ηT )
as e and fp(η

′
T ) as e′. The acceptance probability given by

line 4 of Alg. 1 is

Pr(ηT ,η
′
T , T ) =

{
exp
[
(e− e′)/T

]
, if e′ ≥ e

1, otherwise
(22)

Fig. 3 provides the values of the objective function with
the iteration number and decreased temperature in the SA
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Fig. 3. The evolution of f6(ηT ) and temperature during the annealing
algorithm in Algorithm 1
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Fig. 4. The TX array activation pattern based on the final sequence

Fig. 5. Amplitude of Ambiguity function in dB with Azimuth DoD and
Doppler shift, under RX SS sequence and TX non-SS sequence

algorithm. The TX array activation pattern related to the final
optimal sequence ηT,f is presented in Fig. 4, where we can
observe the sampling interval of the same antenna is no longer
constant through T MIMO snapshots. Besides, the amplitude
of the 2D ambiguity function (the upper bound given in Eq.
(17)) for ηT,f is shown in Fig. 5, where the high sidelobes
clearly disappear in contrast with Fig. 2. Another useful metric
is the NSL used in Ref. [10] to measure the quality of the
switching sequence. The NSL here is −13.60 dB, while the
lowest NSL among the three proposed sequences in Ref.
[10] is −11.06 dB. Given the fact that our sequence design
approach is not limited to ideal uniform linear arrays and thus
more flexible, the reduction of 2.54 dB on NSL over the best
sequence in Ref. [10] is encouraging.

IV. PARAMETER EXTRACTION ALGORITHM

This section introduces an HRPE algorithm to evaluate
the channel sounding data when the TX array employs the
optimal switching sequence. It is based on the framework of
RiMAX [22], which converges significantly faster than the ISI-
SAGE algorithm thanks to the joint optimization of all SPs’
parameters. For an introduction to the estimation framework
we refer to [18, Sec. III]. We emphasize the changes made
in the parameter initialization algorithm for SPs and the local
optimization algorithm, when compared to our previous work
[18].

A. Path Parameter Initialization

The outline of the parameter initialization algorithm of SPs
is the same with that given in [18, Alg. 1]. It is based on
the idea of serial signal detection, estimation and subtraction.
However the main objective function used in signal detection
and estimation, also known as the correlation function, needs
to be adjusted. It is given by

C(µ, y) = (y†R-1B)(B†R-1B)-1(B†R-1y). (23)

According to [18, Alg. 1], one important step is to evaluate the
correlation function on a Nf×NR×NT×Nt multidimensional
search grid µ̃L. With the increased DSER, the number grid
points in the time domain Nt requires an increase from 2T to
2MTT . If we compute the correlation function given in (23)
for all possible points in µ̃L, we can organize the results into
a 4D tensor that shares the same dimension with µ̃L. Its nt-th
child tensor in the last domain (time domain) can be expressed
by

C(:, :, :, nt) = T nt
1 � T nt

1 � T nt
2 , (24)

where � is the element-wise division between two tensors.
Similar to our method in Ref. [17], we can exploit the
data structure of B and µ̃L, and apply tensors products to
greatly accelerate the computation [23]. Appendix D reveals
the detailed procedures on how to compute the two tensors
T nt
1 and T nt

2 .

B. Path Parameter Optimization

With an estimate of R and an initial value of θs, we further
improve θs with the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method. The
update equation of θs for the i-th iteration is given by

θ̂
i+1

s = θ̂
i

s +
[
J (θ̂

i

s,R) + ζI�J (θ̂
i

s,R)
]-1q(y|θ̂

i

s,R). (25)

This iterative optimization step requires the evaluation of
the score function q(y|θs,R) and Fisher Information Matrix
(FIM) J (θs,R). Computationally attractive methods are pro-
vided in [18, Sec. III-C]. The key to apply this method is
to rewrite the Jacobian matrix D(θs) as a sum of Khatri-Rao
products and apply the property in (4), but an update is needed
because of the new signal data model given in (1) and (8).
Details about the Jacobian matrix can be found in Appendix
E. The expression is given by

D(θs) =
1

2
(D1

3 � D1
2 � D1 + D2

3 � D2
2 � D1), (26)
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where the details of each small D matrix are summarized in
Tab. II. To reconstruct one small D matrix from this table,
one can concatenate the matrices related to D along the row
direction. Each element in the table has P columns, where P
is the number of SPs.

V. VALIDATION

In this section we use both Monte Carlo simulations and
actual V2V measurement data to validate the choice of the
switching sequence from Section III and the performance
of HRPE algorithm described in Section IV, which we call
RiMAX-RS for brevity. We compare it with the HRPE algo-
rithm in Ref. [18] and will use RiMAX-4D to represent it. In
both algorithms we use the MPC-only signal model, where we
assume that the stochastic part of measured data only includes
the measurement noise.

A. Simulation

First we simulate the single-path channel, whose parameters
are listed in Tab. III. To cover several cases of interest, the
Doppler shift is larger than 1/2Ts ≈ 806 Hz in snapshot 1
and smaller than 1/2Ts in snapshot 2, where Ts equals 620 µs
based on the configurations in Ref. [20]. We compare the root
mean squared errors (RMSEs) with the squared root of the
CRLB as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ρ for two
switching sequences, which are the SS sequence ηT,u and our
optimized non-SS TX sequence ηT,f . The SNR is evaluated
according to

ρ =
‖s(θs)‖2

Mσ2
n

(27)

At each SNR value, the path weight γ is scaled accordingly
and 1000 realizations of the channel are generated and sub-
sequently estimated with RiMAX-RS. The theoretical CRLB
can be determined based on FIM and given by

σ2
θs
� diag(J -1(θs)), (28)

where � is the generalized inequality for vectors. By com-
paring Figs. 6(a) and 7(a), we can see that ηT,f demonstrates
its good performance in both channels with a high or low
Doppler. On the other hand, ηT,u shows a poor estimation
accuracy in Fig. 6(b), although the mean squared error (MSE)
can achieve the CRLB in the small Doppler scenario as shown
in Fig. 7(b). Similar trends about MSE plots hold for τ and
ϕR.

We also show in Fig. 8 the delay-Doppler spectrum of
snapshot 1 with three different TX switching sequences, which
are ηT,u, ηT,d (known as the “dense” sequential sequence
with MIMO snapshot duration reduced to Ts/8), and ηT,f .
As a result, the spectrum in Fig. 8(a) displays multiple peaks
in the same delay bin but at different Doppler shifts, while
Fig. 8(c) shows that ηT,f successfully eliminates all the peaks
except for one at the desired location. Notice that ηT,f also
helps distribute the power under those unwanted peaks equally
across Doppler. Fig. 8(b) shows that with ηT,d, we can also
eliminate the repeated main peaks (and achieve slightly lower
sidelobe energy); however, at the price of the separation time

TABLE III
PATH PARAMETERS OF ONE-PATH CHANNEL WITH HIGH DOPPLER IN

SNAPSHOT 1 AND SMALL DOPPLER IN SNAPSHOT 2

Snapshot τ (ns) ϕT (deg) ϕR (deg) ν (Hz)

1 601.1 11.5 59.6 4032.3
2 1117.3 21.3 160.0 80.6

between adjacent MIMO snapshots is reduced to Ts/8 in ηT,u,
which would imply that the number of antenna elements would
have to be reduced such that MTMR decreases by a factor of
8, otherwise ηT,d cannot be practically implemented in a TDM
MIMO sounder.
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Fig. 6. Comparison about RMSEs of ϕT and ν based on Monte-Carlo
simulations with the theoretical CRLB from (28) for snapshot 1 in Tab. III
for ηT,f with RiMAX-RS and ηT,u with RiMAX-4D
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Fig. 7. Comparison about RMSEs of ϕT and ν based on Monte-Carlo
simulations with the theoretical CRLB from (28) for snapshot 2 in Tab. III
for ηT,f with RiMAX-RS and ηT,u with RiMAX-4D

B. Measurement

The measurement campaign uses a real-time MIMO channel
sounder developed at the University of Southern California
(USC). The sounder is equipped with a pair of software
defined radios (National Instruments USRP-RIO) as the main
transceivers, two GPS-disciplined rubidium references as the
synchronization units and a pair of 8-element uniform circular
arrays (UCAs). The sounding signal is centered at 5.9 GHz
with a bandwidth of 15 MHz. The maximum transmit power is
26 dBm. The main advantage of this sounder setup, compared
to another V2V sounder introduced in Ref. [24], is the
fast MIMO snapshot repetition rate, which provides a more
accurate representation of the channel dynamics though at the
price of reduced bandwidth. More details about the sounder
setup can be found in Ref. [20].
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TABLE II
COMPONENTS TO COMPUTE THE JACOBIAN MATRIX IN (26)

τ ϕT ϕR ν γvv,r γvv,i

D1 Df � γT
vv Bf � γT

vv Bf � γT
vv Bf � γT

vv Bf jBf
D1
2 B̃RV B̃RV DϕR,V � AR B̃RV B̃RV B̃RV

D2
2 B̃RV B̃RV DϕR,V � AR BRV � Dν,R B̃RV B̃RV

D1
3 B̃TV,T D̃ϕT ,T B̃TV,T 2D̃ν,T B̃TV,T B̃TV,T

D2
3 B̃TV,T D̃ϕT ,T B̃TV,T 2B̃TV,T B̃TV,T B̃TV,T
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Fig. 8. Delay-Doppler spectrum of snapshot 1 with the large Doppler under
different TX switching sequences, (a) ηT,u (b) ηT,d (c) ηT,f

We presented first MIMO measurement results on truck-to-
car (T2C) propagation channel at 5.9 GHz in Ref. [25]. The
TX unit in the channel sounder was programmed to measure
with switching sequences alternating between ηT,u and ηT,f .
Therefore the odd MIMO burst snapshots in the data files were
measured with ηT,u, while the even ones were with ηT,f .
The adjacent snapshots were 50 ms apart, and it is expected
that most of large scale parameters remain the same over
that timescale. For the truck involved in the T2C channel
measurement, we use a studio trucks as our test vehicle. Fig.
9 shows a picture of the truck and the installation of the array
on top of the driving cabin. Each truck has a load capacity
about 2722 kg and up to 27m3 of cargo space. The sufficient
space in the driving cabin allowed us to place the equipment
rack of the sounder inside. The platform that holds TX or
RX antenna arrays is tightly clamped on metallic cross-bars
installed on top of the driving cabin, in order to ensure the
safety of the array and reduce the vibration while we drive
the truck, see Fig. 9(b).

(a) The front & side view (b) Array on top of the
cabin

Fig. 9. The truck used in the T2C and T2T channel measurements

Fig. 10. A screenshot taken from the RX SUV for the truck-to-car measure-
ment on the highway, where both the bus and the TX truck are marked with
yellow stars

To demonstrate the capability of the optimized switching
sequence and the associated HRPE algorithm, we analyze
several snapshots of the T2C channel measurement on I-110
North freeway near Downtown Los Angeles, California, USA.
Both the truck (TX) and SUV (RX) drive in the same direction
with an approximate speed of 10 m/s estimated based on the
recorded GPS locations. A bus driving in the opposite direction
creates a reflected signal path associated with a large Doppler
shift. If all three vehicles, i.e. TX, RX and the bus, travel
with a velocity v, the relative speed of the reflected signal
associated with the bus can reach as high as 4v. A screenshot
from the camera mounted RX array is available in Fig. 10,
where both the TX and the bus are marked with stars.

Fig. 11(a) shows the delay and Doppler spectrum of ex-
tracted paths from RiMAX-RS, where we can observe the
existence of a weak MPC with a large Doppler shift that is
outside [-806, 806] Hz, and it is most likely a reflection from
the incoming large bus based on the delay, the large positive
Doppler, and the angular spectrum in Fig. 12(a). The driving
directions of test vehicles are roughly aligned with 0◦ of both
azimuth DoD and azimuth DoA. Paths from the left-hand side
have positive angles, and those from the right-hand side have
negative values, when we face 0◦. The line-of-sight (LOS)
path is located near ϕT = −28◦ and ϕR = −177◦. This
is aligned with the relative position of RX SUV to the TX
truck, because the SUV was ahead of the truck. The other
dominant reflection is around ϕT = −180◦ and ϕR = −180◦,
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Fig. 11. The delay and Doppler spectrum at 896.45 s with each point
representing a path and color-coded based on path power
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Fig. 12. The scatter-plot of azimuth DoD and azimuth DoA of estimated
paths, each dot represents one path with its color and size weighted by path
power

when combined with its delay and Doppler it is most likely the
reflection off the metallic trailer of the TX truck. The reflection
of the incoming bus is also marked with the red cross in Fig.
12(a), and its angles are roughly ϕT = 162◦ and ϕR = 46◦.
The incoming bus was on the opposite side of the highway,
so the directions are both positive. The azimuth DoD suggests
that the reflection off the bus experienced one more reflection
on the metallic trailer. At this particular snapshot, the bus was
closer to the RX SUV than the TX truck, and from geometry
it makes ϕR deviate from 0◦.

As a comparison, Fig. 11(b) shows the spectrum for a
snapshot that is captured 50 ms ahead and processed with
RiMAX-4D suitable for the SS sequence in [18]. Most of the
dominant signals including the LOS path and the reflection
from the TX truck’s trailer can be seen in both Figs. 11(a) and
11(b), and their Doppler shifts are around 50 Hz and delays are
between 400 ns and 450 ns. However there is no component
in Fig. 11(b) to match the MPC with large positive Doppler
greater than 1 kHz in Fig. 11(a), instead there exists an MPC
with a similar delay but a negative Doppler around −416 Hz.
The difference between two Doppler shifts is about 1568 Hz,
which is close to 1/Ts ≈ 1613 Hz given by the length of
the DSER. These experimental results also agree with our
simulation results in Fig. 8 that the conventional SS sequence
leads to multiple correlation peaks that are 1/Ts apart.

Additionally, we present evaluation results of Rimax-RS
for consecutive snapshots from the same T2C measurement
campaign. The time-varying delay spectrum is shown in Fig.
13, and the Doppler spectrum over time is shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 15 illustrates the time-varying azimuth angular spectrum
for RX. To fully analyze the time evolution of path geometric
parameters, we would need to implement a multi-dimensional

Fig. 13. Time-varying delay spectrum based on Rimax-RS and ηT,f from a
sample T2C route

path tracking algorithm, such as the method in Ref. [26],
[27]. However, we can identity five traces of paths by visually
inspecting the delay spectrum and Doppler spectrum over time.
They can be mapped to the environment based on the recorded
videos, which helps strengthen the validity of the optimized
non-SS sequence.

1) They are LOS and a strong reflection from the metallic
trailer of TX truck. Because the TX array is installed on
top of truck driving cabin, the two paths share similar
path delay and Doppler. The azimuth DoA stays centered
around about -180◦ or equivalently 180◦ due to the
periodicity of azimuth angle.

2) An incoming bus driving in the opposite direction of
TX and RX can be spotted between 897 s and 899 s,
which shows a large Doppler over 1 kHz. Notice that this
trace of paths normally will not be correctly estimated
under the conventional SS sequence, because its Doppler
frequency exceeds the maximally resovable Doppler
806 Hz, which is imposed by SS sequence. The azimuth
DoA increases from about 31◦ to 48◦.

3) A highway overhead sign, which is in front of both
TX and RX, also displays a clear trace in both delay
and Doppler spectrum. Its associated reflection has a
decreasing delay and positive Doppler. Its azimuth DoA
is primarily centered around 0◦, since the overhead sign
is in front of RX.

4) Between 900 s and 903 s we can also observe a reflection
from an incoming truck that also has a large Doppler
shift over 1 kHz. The azimuth DoA increases from about
17◦ to 87◦.

5) In the same timespan, there exists another reflection
from an overtaking van which leads to an increasing
delay and negative Doppler. The azimuth DoA changes
from about 29◦ to 7◦.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we revisited the array switching design prob-
lem in the context of channel sounding for fast-time varying
channels, where the popular SS sequences were shown to limit
the DSER. To study the problem in the context of real-world
switched arrays, we use EADFs for the array modeling which
directly incorporates the array nonidealities. We specifically
analyzed setups in which the TX array implements the non-SS
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Fig. 14. Time-varying Doppler spectrum based on Rimax-RS and ηT,f from
a sample T2C route

Fig. 15. Time-varying angular spectrum on Rimax-RS and ηT,f from a
sample T2C route

sequence while the RX still uses the SS sequence. This design
constraint significantly reduces the complexity of the HRPE
algorithm and potentially increases the operation efficiency of
the TDM channel sounder, while still providing a considerable
boost on the DSER. Future works can possibly look into the
trade-off analysis between the operation efficiency and the
increased gain on the DSER.

To find good non-SS sequences, we formulate the switching
sequence design problem as an optimization problem that aims
to reduce the high sidelobes in the spatio-temporal ambigu-
ity function, and the proposed SA algorithm with carefully
selected parameters can provide a non-SS sequence with a
sufficiently low NSL. We integrate the switching sequence
into a state-of-the-art parameter extraction algorithm. Both
the switching sequence and the corresponding HRPE algo-
rithm are verified through extensive Monte-Carlo simulations
and actual sample data from T2C channel measurements on
highway. This shows the capability of our design method to
facilitate V2V MIMO measurements with more antennas and
mm-wave MIMO measurements in dynamic environments.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF SEPARABILITY OF THE AMBIGUITY

FUNCTION

If we start with the basis vector based on the basis matrix in
Eq. (7) and apply the property in Eq. (4) and, we can further

express the inner product between two basis vectors by

b†(µ)b(µ′) =
[
b̃
†
TV,T (ΩT , ν)b̃TV,T (Ω′T , ν

′)
]
·[

b̃
†
RV (ΩR, ν)b̃RV (Ω′R, ν

′)
]
·[

b†f (τ)bf (τ ′)
]
, (29)

where we see that the inner product is factored into three inner
products of small basis vectors from different data domains,
i.e. frequency (f ), RX array (RV ), and TX-plus-time (TV, T ).

Similarly we can also express the denominator of the
ambiguity function in Eq. (2) with vector inner products,

‖b(µ)‖ · ‖b(µ′)‖ =
√[

b†(µ)b(µ)
]
·
[
b†(µ′)b(µ′)

]
, (30)

then we can apply the separability feature derived from Eq.
(29) with µ′ = µ and obtain the following

‖b(µ)‖ · ‖b(µ′)‖ =‖b̃TV,T (ΩT , ν)‖ · ‖b̃RV (ΩR, ν)‖·
‖b̃TV,T (Ω′T , ν

′)‖ · ‖b̃RV (Ω′R, ν
′)‖·

‖bf (τ)‖ · ‖bf (τ ′)‖ (31)

From Eqs. (29) and (31) we show that both the numerator
and denominator in Eq. (2) can be factored into a product of
two parts. The first one is only associated with delay τ , and
the other contains the rest of parameters in µ except τ . This
means we prove that the ambiguity function is a product of
two component ambiguity functions, which is given in Eq. (3).

APPENDIX B
A SIMPLER EXPRESSION OF XT

In this appendix we provide a simpler expression of the
essential ambiguity function XT () given by (19). This simpli-
fication is made possible by exploiting the structure of b̃TV,T ,
when TX implements a cycle-dependent switching pattern and
RX uses a sequential switching pattern.

The derivation of Eq. (19) requires another property related
with the Hadamard-schur product of two column vectors. It is
given by

(a1 � b1)†(a2 � b2) = (a1 � a∗2)†(b∗1 � b2), (32)

where a1, a2, b1 and b2 have the same length. Using this
property we can express the numerator of Eq. (18) by

T∑
t=1

b̃
t

TV,T (ϕT , ν)†b̃
t

TV,T (ϕ′T , ν
′)

=

T∑
t=1

[bTV (ϕT )� ej2πνη
t
T ]†[bTV (ϕ′T )� ej2πν

′ηt
T ]

=
[
bTV (ϕT )� b∗TV (ϕ′T )

]† T∑
t=1

ej2π(ν
′−ν)ηt

T (33)

Besides the Euclidean norm in the denominator of Eq. (18)
can be efficiently evaluated by substituting ϕ′T with ϕT and
ν′ with ν.

‖b̃TV,T (ϕT , ν)‖ =

√
b̃TV,T (ϕT , ν)†b̃TV,T (ϕT , ν)

=
√
T · ‖bTV (ϕT )‖ (34)
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APPENDIX C
AMBIGUITY FUNCTION AND CORRELATION FUNCTION

This appendix provides the relationship between the ambi-
guity function Xtot and the correlation function C(µ, y) in Eq.
(23). Assuming there is one SP, we replace B with b in the
derivation. Furthermore with large SNR the observation vector
y can be replaced by its mean or b(µ′)γvv . Finally we also
assume that R = σ2

nI. After incorporating three assumptions
we have

C(µ, y(µ′)) =
1

σ2
n

(y†b)(b†b)-1(b†y)

=
1

σ2
n

[b†(µ′)b(µ)γ∗vv][b
†(µ)b(µ′)γvv]

b†(µ)b(µ)

=
|γvv|2

σ2
n

|b†(µ)b(µ′)|2

‖b(µ)‖2

≈ ρvv
|b†(µ)b(µ′)|2

‖b(µ)‖ · ‖b(µ′)‖
= ρvv|Xtot|2, (35)

where the approximation assumes that ‖b(µ)‖ has similar
values for different µ. This is more or less fulfilled for antenna
arrays such as UCA designed to cover signals from all possible
azimuth angles.

The derivation in Eq. (35) shows that our proposed ambi-
guity function is closely related with the correlation function
and hence the MLE developed in Sect. IV.

APPENDIX D
COMPUTATION OF 3D TENSORS T1 AND T2

Similar to the parameter initialization method in [18, Ap-
pendix A], we first construct a 4D tensor Y ′ from y, then
reorganize it by combining the data in the last two dimensions,
i.e. TX array and time, into one dimension.

Y ′3D = reshape(Y ′, [Mf MR MTT ]), (36)

where reshape() is a standard MATLAB function. The dimen-
sion of the 3D tensor Y ′3D is Mf ×MR ×MTT . As a result
we can compute T nt

1 as

T nt
1 =

[
(Y ′3D ×1 B′†f )×2 Bnt′†

RV

]
×3 Bnt′†

TV,T . (37)

The expressions of B′f and Bnt′
RV can be readily found in

[18, (61-62)], while Bnt′
TV,T is a new component and given

as follows.

Bnt′
TV,T = (Ut ⊗ UT )†

(
BTV,T � At,NT

(νnt
)
)
, (38)

where BTV,T ∈ CMTT×NT is vertically stacked with T
copies of BTV , and the matrix-valued function At,NT

(νnt
) ∈

CMTT×NT is constructed by horizontally stacking NT copies
of the column vector aT (νnt). This column vector is built by
concatenating the columns of AtT with t = 1, 2, . . . , T , which
are related with the nt-th grid point of Doppler shift and given
in (11).

For another key element T nt
2 used in Eq. (24), we again can

follow the method outlined in [18, Appendix A] with some

minor adjustments. First we need to build a 3D tensor Li
based on the eigenvalues of R, which is given by

Li = reshape
(
diag(Λ-1, [Mf MR MTT ])

)
. (39)

Then the child-tensor T nt
2 can be computed with tensor

products according to

T nt
2 =

[
(Li ×1 (BB′f )T)×2 (BBnt′

RV )T]×3 (BBnt′
TV,T )T. (40)

APPENDIX E
JACOBIAN MATRIX D(θs)

The Jacobian matrix D(θs) is defined as

D(θs) =
∂

∂θT
s

s(θs), (41)

with each column related to one partial derivative. More details
about different columns in D(θs) are given by

∂

∂τ T s(θsp) = B̃TV,T � B̃RV � Df � γT
vv (42)

∂

∂ϕT
T

s(θsp) =

DϕT ,V � A1
T

...
DϕT ,V � AT

T

 � B̃RV � Bf � γT
vv (43)

∂

∂ϕT
R

s(θsp) = B̃TV,T � (DϕR,V � AR) � Bf � γT
vv (44)

∂

∂γT
vv,r

s(θsp) = B̃TV,T � B̃RV � Bf (45)

∂

∂γT
vv,i

s(θsp) = jB̃TV,T � B̃RV � Bf , (46)

where j stands for the unit imaginary number here. Particularly
the partial derivative with respect to the Doppler shift is
determined by

∂

∂νT s(θ) =


BTV � D1

T

· · ·
BTV � DtT
· · ·

BTV � DT
T

 � B̃RV � Bf � γT
vv

+ B̃TV,T � (BRV � Dν,R) � Bf � γT
vv. (47)

Most of the D matrices in this appendix and Tab. II are given
in [18, (78)-(83)] except for DjT with j = 1, 2, . . . , T , which is
determined by DjT = D(AjT ,ν). The operator D() is defined
based on [18, (77)].
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